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Abstract: In essence, Sentiment analysis is the process of 

determining the emotional tone behind the series of words, used 

to gain an understanding of the attitudes, opinions and emotions 

expressed within an online mention. With the help of sentiment 

analysis relevant recommendations in real time are made. 

Recommendation in real time requires the ability to correlate 

product, customer, inventory, supplier, and logistics and even 

social media sentiment data. This topic has the ability to instantly 

capture any new interest shown in customer’s current visit or 

feedback. The application of this topic is to determine whether a 

piece of writing is positive, negative or neutral and based on the 

analysis the user is recommended the accurate result. This is the 

kind of insight one aims to find through market, online research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the social media emerging, there is high availability of 

the information on Internet and the users have become prone to 

share their feelings on the internet regarding products, movies 

or any other experiences they want to share. For instance in 

Twitter or Facebook where the people share how they are 

feeling today or if it’s a new car it is good or not. The ability to 

process this information has become important because, we can 

introduce a new product to the market and then wait for the 

feedback of the people on Internet, extract them in a useful 

form, and decide the future viability of this new product. 

Most of this information on the internet isn’t classified or 

rated in any kind of classification range that can be easily used 

and is hard to classify at massive scale manually or by using 

any other normal tool. For this reason, the development of tools 

that can learn to read texts and extract the feelings is important 

to the future. 

The Natural language programming is a language where the 

combination of computer science, artificial intelligence and 

linguistics is used which helps the machines to analyse the 

sentiments of the people hidden in their language. In NLP there 

is field of Sentiment analysis that learns how to train the 

machine to process the text and classify them on the basis of 

the sentiments so that we can understand the data and use. The 

field of sentiment analysis uses different language processing 

algorithms for extracting the features, like words frequency, 

Though there are number of ways to understand with the 

help of human mind but due to limited number of machines, we 

need to be careful with the type of texts that we want to process 

because it has a huge impact on the on the size of vocabulary 

that the algorithm needs to learn and the size of text that needs 

to be processed. For instance, Facebook and twitter are the sites 

where people post their feelings and sentiments in a short 

informal way where a single word could have different 

meanings. On the other hand if we consider a Movie review 

site like Imdb the reviews are large texts and have more formal 

language. 

The different machine learning techniques can be used that 

have different ways to work and learns various methods to 

implement same data. These differences in the process of 

learning have impact on the performance of the software which 

is finally developed .In the document different machine 

learning methods that can be used in sentiment analysis is 

shown. 

II. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

There are different machine learning that can be used with a 

good performance in sentiment analysis problem. 

A. Naive Bayes 

Naive Bayes is a classification algorithm for binary and 

multi-class classification problems .This methodology is easy 

to understand when it is described using binary or categorical 

input values. In this the probability of each feature contributes 

to the final probability. The calculation of the probabilities for 

each hypothesis is simplified to make their calculation 

traceable. 

Predictions can be done by using the Bayes’ Theorem. 

 

 (h) max(P(d | h) P(h))MAP    (1)  

Where 

 P (d|h) is the probability of data d given that the 

hypothesis h was true. 

 P (h) is the probability of hypothesis h being true 

(regardless of the data). This is called the prior 

probability of h. 

 P (d) is the probability of the data (regardless of the 

hypothesis). 

B. Random Forest 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Random forest algorithm 
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Random Forest (RF) is an algorithm that trains the decision 

trees. It is the most used algorithm, because of its simplicity 

and the fact that it can be used for both regression and 

classification. In short, RF builds multiple decision trees and 

merges them together to get a more accurate and stable 

prediction. The implementation provided by SciKit-Learn can 

be used for a project on sentiment analysis or the code for 

Random Forest can be built from scratch.  

C. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

“Support Vector Machine” (SVM) is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm which can be used for both classification 

and regression challenges. However, it is mostly used in 

classification problems. In this algorithm, we plot each data 

item as a point in n-dimensional space (where n is number of 

features you have) with the value of each feature being the 

value of a particular coordinate. Then, we perform 

classification by finding the hyper-plane that differentiates the 

two classes very well. 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Kernel SVM testing 

D. Neural Networks 

An Artificial Neural Network is an information processing 

paradigm inspired by the way biological nervous systems such 

as the brain process information. It is composed of a large 

number of highly interconnected processing elements 

(neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems. ANNs, 

like people, learn by example. An ANN is configured for a 

specific application, such as pattern recognition or data 

classification, through a learning process. Learning in 

biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic 

connections that exist between the neurons. This is true of 

ANNs as well.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

The text classification problem can be viewed as a temporal 

distribution of features, characters or words. One can consider 

the use of RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) that is a special 

case of Neural Network that uses an internal memory on each 

neuron that represents the intermediate understanding between 

the features that can be accumulated or forgot by the neuron. 

For the implementation of RNN Tensor Flow and Long- Short 

Term Memory (LSTM) Cell is used. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Training process flow 

 

There is a lot of important data present online that, actually is 

hard to use. Processing this data can give the power to predict 

future products, economy trends or social facts. The objective 

is to learn how to process this type of massive data using 

sentiment analysis and derive the results based on the analysis. 

Sentiment Analysis can be divided in four phases: 

 

 Data Mining: Collecting data available Online. Data online 

is present in various form. For example, in review system 

stars can be used or on Facebook informal language is used 

for reviews. Thus, data should be mined properly. 

 Choosing an algorithm: There are various algorithms of 

machine learning that can be used for sentiment analysis. 

But using the correct algorithm for the dataset is of major 

importance. 

 Training: After the successful choice of algorithm, the 
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algorithm is applied on the machine and a supervised 

learning environment is created. 

 Testing: Once the training of the machine is completed. The 

testing of machine is done to check whether it gives the 

correct output. 

IV. DATA MINING 

This is the first step of sentiment analysis. As one should 

have a dataset prepared to start processing it. 

Analyst can start with the type of data they want and create 

a data warehouse based on those specs. This data warehouse 

acts like the dictionary of words from where the user’s opinions 

can be sorted and analyzed according to the dictionary 

designed. Regardless of how businesses and other entities 

organize their data, they use it to support management's 

decision-making processes. 

Data mining programs analyze relationships and patterns in 

data based on what user’s request. For example, data mining 

software can be used to create classes of information. To 

illustrate, imagine a restaurant wants to use data mining to 

determine when they should offer certain specials. It looks at 

the information it has collected and creates classes based on 

when customers visit and what they order. 

V. CHOOSING AN ALGORITHM 

The most crucial part, while developing a project on 

sentiment analysis is to decide which algorithm should be 

applied so as to get the desired result. There are various 

machine learning algorithms that are used in the process of 

sentiment analysis as they are explained above the Naïve 

Bayes, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and Neural 

Network. 

 Different results are obtained each of the following 

algorithm is applied on the same data set. Thus, determining 

the algorithm that best suits the project is important in 

sentiment analysis. This is usually done with the help of visual 

analysis of the dataset or by the result that one wants at the end. 

VI. TRAINING AND TESTING 

  Each machine learning method requires a time to develop 

and integrate inside the system. This process consists in three 

steps: 

 Develop the Model: Integrate it in the system and 

concatenate the transformations each round. 

 Test and Optimization: As I say in section 4 each machine 

learning method and text transformations pair must be 

tested that works correctly and optimize the hyper-

parameters of the model to archive the maximum 

performance. 

 Collect Results: After the optimization was done. 

VII. EXAMPLES OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

A. Twitter Sentiment Analysis 

A relative sentiment analysis score provides insight into the 

effectiveness of call center agents and customer support 

representatives and also serves as a useful measurement to 

gauge the overall opinion on a company’s products or services. 

When sentiment analysis scores are compared across certain 

segments, companies can easily identify common pain points, 

areas for improvement in the delivery of customer support, and 

overall satisfaction between product lines or services. 

By monitoring attitudes and opinions about products, 

services, or even customer support effectiveness continuously, 

brands are able to detect subtle shifts in opinions and adapt 

readily to meet the changing needs of their audience. 

 Sentiment analysis is used in variety of applications. It can 

be performed on twitter data to determine the opinion behind 

the feedback of the customer on certain products. 

B. Sentiment Analysis used in Politics 

Sentiment analysis has been used by political candidates and 

administration to monitor the overall opinions about the policy 

change and campaign announcements. 

C. Stock Market Sentiment Analysis 

It has been used for stock market analysis by checking the 

trend of the stock in last few years and recommending the 

customers to buy the stocks according to the analysis done. 

D. Movie Reviews 

In this example the movie reviews are calculated only on the 

basis of the starts/rating given by the users. These ratings thus 

can be used as the mode of classification. The classification is 

done in three categories: 

1. Positive 

2. Negative 

3. Neutral 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Sentiment analysis is a branch of machine and deep learning 

which is used in day to day life for the benefit of business, 

people, politics etc. Sentiment analysis can be further used for 

building a recommendation engine where the users are 

recommended with the most favorable product they are looking 

for.   
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